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side and is not detectable by the naked eye. It is the size of an arcade token and slips around under his skin, evading
with the weight of books or memory. On a pain scale of one to ten, where one is no pain at all and ten is the worst
pain imaginable, Dan does not know where his lump belongs, since he senses he has a very capable imagination,

experience when it occurred. Even worse, he fears that if ever he were aware of such a thing, he might cease to exist.
Dan’s lump has no smell, only his skin’s scent around his breast. Dan’s lump is the shape of an egg and moves about
as a yolk would inside its shell. Dan’s lump is a powdery yellowish red like the gradual colors of a peach. Dan’s
lump is the size of a matchbook and feels like a wound in his side when he sleeps. Dan’s lump burns sometimes,
like when he’s tossed and turned too much at night. It throbs at his right, pulsing opposite his heart. Dan’s lump

Dreaming, I sleep. Dan’s lump leaps, lumpety-bump it is on my breast. Dan’s lump sits on my breast, and spreads,
in blood’s deepest shade and the shape of a Victorian silhouette. Dan’s lump is warm. It throbs and glows and
bursts, splashing me in a hot red wave, and the liquid soaks the sheets. It slides down the windows to puddles on
tiny trembling capillaries running through them every way. Underneath the lids its eyes glow yellowish-gold. Its
into silence. I push it up inside of me. I push it up, squirming again, and it is inside and I feel it rumble, warm and
Ten, Dan counts. Nine. Eight. Slowly, he thinks them through: Seven. Six. Dan lies beside me on the bed, his hair
and chest still wet from the shower, smelling of soap and warmth. He holds my hand and I breathe and we wait.
rumbling resume. Two, Dan says. A single, expectant syllable. I sigh. Dan sighs with me, and as the air escapes, his
mouth shapes the word: One.

